GUIDING QUESTIONS

WHO are you interested in?
- Professional drivers
- Fanbase (potentially)

WHAT (specifically) are you interested in?
- discrimination in women’s sports
- treatment of women drivers in the media

WHERE
- United States

WHEN
- Looking at historical timeline (when women became involved to present)

GENERAL CONCEPTS & KEYWORDS:
- sexism in sports
- stereotypes of women drivers (in general)
- women and motorsports
- women and vehicles (planes, motorcycles)

SYNONYMS & RELATED TERMS:
- women: women, females, gender, girls
- auto racing: driving, races, cars, automobiles, vehicles, stock cars

SPECIFIC CONCEPTS & KEYWORDS:
- women in NASCAR/Indy500/Formula One
- treatment of women race car drivers in media
- history of women in auto racing
- specific drivers (ex. Danica Patrick)